THE EDUCATION ACTIVITIES CONTAINED IN THIS RESOURCE
HAVE BEEN LINKED TO THE VICTORIAN CURRICULUM

Created in collaboration with
TDF Education Department, La Jolla Playhouse, Seattle Repertory Theatre,
Eli Erez and David Perry
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Hello,
Welcome to the Rock!
When we travelled to Newfoundland in September 2011 on the tenth anniversary of 9/11, we had
no idea that our journey would bring us to Broadway.
We spent a month in Gander, Newfoundland and the surrounding communities meeting with the
locals, returning flight crews and pilots, and returning “come from aways” (a Newfoundland term
for a visitor from beyond the island) who gathered to celebrate the hope that emerged from
tragedy.
We didn’t know what we were looking for, but thankfully the people of Newfoundland are
incredible storytellers. As we heard numerous tales of ordinary people and extraordinary
generosity, it became clear that during the week of 9/11, for the 7,000 stranded passengers and
people of Newfoundland, the island was a safe harbour in a world thrown into chaos.
We laughed, we cried, we were invited over for dinner and offered cars. We made lifetime friends
out of strangers and we came home wanting to share every story we heard – about 16,000 of
them!
Through this journey, we’ve learned it’s important to tell stories about welcoming strangers and
stories of kindness. It’s important to honour what was lost and commemorate what was found.
Thank you for joining us on this journey and adding your story.

David Hein and Irene Sankoff
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MAKING A MUSICAL
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MEET THE WRITERS
Tony and Grammy nominees David Hein and Irene Sankoff are a Canadian husband-and-wife
writing team. David holds dual citizenship and the couple lived in New York during 9/11. In 2010,
they wrote and performed in their first show together, My Mother’s Lesbian Jewish Wiccan
Wedding, based on the true story of David’s mother. It was the hit of the Toronto Fringe Festival
and it was later picked up by Mirvish Productions for an extended run. Michael Rubinoff, who later
founded the Canadian Musical Theatre Project and is the Associate Dean at Toronto’s Sheridan
College, attended a performance of MMLJWW. Impressed with the couple’s work, he presented
the idea for a new show: the story about how a small Newfoundland community welcomed 7,000
passengers on 38 planes that were diverted to their town on 9/11, creating, in the words of David
and Irene, “a safe harbour in a world thrown into chaos”.

CREATING THE WORK
How does the story of Gander, Newfoundland on September 11, 2001 transform into a new
musical?
David and Irene travelled to Newfoundland in September 2011 for the 10th anniversary
commemorating the pilots and “Plane People” that had returned to Gander. There, they gathered
interviews with everyone they met and experienced the Newfoundlander’s generosity to the
“come from aways” (a Newfoundland term for a visitor from beyond the island). As they put it,
“the people of Newfoundland are incredible storytellers”. They recognized this story as one not
about 9/11, but set against that backdrop.
From here, they sorted through the interviews, documentaries, and letters from around the world.
This surplus of material needed to be streamlined. The playwrights asked themselves, “What is
the story? What is the through line?”. In 2012, they were invited to workshop the show for the
inaugural year of the Canadian Music Theatre Project at Sheridan College. They presented 45
minutes of material, essentially the first half of the show. Fourteen student actors played over 100
characters, and sang the music from Newfoundland and around the world.
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The musical journeyed to the National Alliance of Musical Theatre Festival in New York in 2013.
David and Irene made connections with major regional theatres across the USA, including
La Jolla Playhouse. Christopher Ashley, director, joined the team and a co-production with
Seattle Repertory Theatre was created. COME FROM AWAY then travelled to Ford’s Theatre in
Washington, DC and the Royal Alexandra Theatre in Toronto before landing on Broadway in 2017.
Another Canadian production opened in a sold-out, four-week run in Winnipeg at the Royal
Manitoba Theatre Centre in January 2018. The production began performances at the Royal
Alexandra Theatre in Toronto on February 13, 2018. The musical will run at the Abbey
Theatre in Dublin, Ireland from December 2018 to January 2019, before transferring to the Phoenix
Theatre in London’s West End from February 2019 with a British cast. The Australian production
opens at the Comedy Theatre, Melbourne in July 2019. The cast of the show has been cut down
to twelve and the stories consolidated into one act. It has musically expanded to an eight-piece
band.
Audience members have included Hillary Clinton, Justin Trudeau and Ivanka Trump. Survivors
and relatives of the victims of the attack have been moved by the portrayal, with comments such
as “Thank you for giving us a better memory of that day” (Washington Post, May 13, 2017). With
this musical, the couple hopes the audience will be inspired by these stories and music from
Newfoundland, just as they were.
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COME FROM AWAY is a sophisticated musical theatre performance that incorporates aspects
of ethno-drama and verbatim theatre. Set against the backdrop of the September 11 attacks,
the musical explores the true events that transpired when 38 planes were ordered to land
unexpectedly in the small town of Gander, Newfoundland and Labrador, as part of Operation
Yellow Ribbon. Drawing on interviews, documentaries, and letters as a stimulus, the writers have
developed a groundbreaking piece of theatre that examines the human spirit and our capacity to
show empathy in times of great adversity.
The production has been hailed by critics and has played to packed houses in Ontario, Seattle,
Washington, Toronto and New York. It has also received numerous awards including;
•		The 2017 Helen Hayes Awards for Outstanding Musical and Outstanding
		Direction of a Musical.
•		The 2017 Tony Award for Best Direction of a Musical.
•		The 2017 Drama Desk Awards for Outstanding Musical and Outstanding
		Book of a Musical.
•		The 2017 Outer Critics Circle Awards for Outstanding Book of a Musical and 			
Outstanding Director of a Musical.
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The musical examines important and universal themes such as compassion and empathy. It also
explores some pertinent political and social issues including, racism and terrorism. These themes
and issues form the foundation for many of the activities in this education resource. The musical
is presented from numerous points of view. The characters are based on real Gander residents as
well as over 7,000 stranded travellers that were stranded in Gander at the time of the September
11 attacks. This allows the subject matter to be explored from multiple perspectives within the
story.
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Secondary students will be interested in the production’s effective use of theatrical conventions
such as; transformation of setting, and direct address. Dramatic elements are also magnificently
crafted in this musical, including the careful manipulation of tension, conflict and mood.
Sophisticated use of stagecraft, with particular reference to set, sound and lighting, further
enhance the production. COME FROM AWAY’s international acclaim is a tribute to the highly
skilled performers who have been captivating and absorbing in the portrayal of their characters.
This is a theatrical event with an original style and teachers and students are well advised to
attend this innovative and engaging production.
The following activities and resources have been developed to inspire a deeper insight,
understanding and appreciation of the performance. Teachers may choose from these activities
according to what is appropriate for their students and teaching circumstances. Teachers can
decide to facilitate the activities in this resource prior to seeing the performance or as follow up
activities.
COME FROM AWAY offers excellent opportunities to explore the Victorian Curriculum, with
specific references to English, Humanities (History) and The Arts (Drama, Music and Visual Arts).
These relationships to the production are more fully examined in the document - CONNECTIONS
TO THE VICTORIAN CURRICULUM. We trust that the activities in this resource will provide
teachers with the ability to fully appreciate the educational opportunities of this spectacular
musical production.
Eli Erez & David Perry
Education Writers
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Eli Erez is the Head of Drama at Bialik College and has over 20 years’ experience as a Drama educator. He has served on the Drama Victoria committee since 2004 and is the current President
of the Association. He has worked in various roles for the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment
Authority. Eli has facilitated workshops for various organisations including the Melbourne Theatre
Company and Malthouse Theatre. He has developed education resources for the Melbourne International Arts Festival, the Victorian Arts Centre and various independent productions, including
Noises Off and Jersey Boys. Eli has also worked professionally as a director, writer, set designer,
performer, and puppeteer.
David Perry is the Music and Performing Arts teacher at Newlands Primary School in Preston,
where he teaches in a bilingual Spanish / English curriculum. He has taught in primary and secondary schools for over 20 years, and has been a choir conductor, composer, writer and education
researcher. He has written education resources for Melbourne Festival, Sydney Symphony Orchestra and the Gordon Frost Organisation.
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ENGLISH
The English activities in this resource focus on the following language modes:

Reading and Viewing
• Recognise and analyse the ways that characterisation, events and settings are 		
combined in narratives, and discuss the purposes and appeal of different approaches.
• Understand, interpret and discuss how language is compressed to produce a
dramatic effect.
• Analyse and explain the ways text structures and language features shape meaning
and vary according to audience and purpose.

Writing
• Understand that the coherence of more complex texts relies on devices that signal
text structure and guide readers and viewers.
• Experiment with text structures and language features and their effects in creating
literary texts.

Speaking and Listening
• Understand how accents, styles of speech and idioms express and create personal
and social identities.
• Reflect on ideas and opinions about characters, settings and events in literary texts,
identifying areas of agreement and difference with others and justifying a point of
view.
• Plan, rehearse and deliver presentations, selecting and sequencing appropriate
content and multimodal elements to promote a point of view or enable a new way
of seeing, using body language, voice qualities and other elements to add interest
and meaning.
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THE ARTS
The Drama, Music and Visual Arts activities in this resource focus on the following strands:

Explore and Represent/Express Ideas
• Combine the elements of drama in devised and scripted drama to explore and develop
issues, ideas and themes.
• Develop roles and characters consistent with situation, dramatic forms and performance
styles to convey status, relationships and intentions.
• Experiment with elements of music, in isolation and in combination, using listening skills,
voice, instruments and technologies to find ways to create and manipulate effects.
• Develop music ideas through improvisation, composition and performance, combining
and manipulating the elements of music.
• Explore visual arts practices as inspiration to explore and develop themes, concepts or
ideas in artworks.

Arts Practices
• Plan, structure and rehearse drama, exploring ways to communicate and refine dramatic
meaning.
• Develop and refine expressive skills in voice and movement to communicate ideas and
dramatic action in different performance styles and conventions.
• Create, practise and rehearse music to develop listening, compositional and technical
and expressive performance skills.
• Structure compositions by combining and manipulating the elements of music and
using notation.
• Experiment with materials, techniques, technologies and processes in a range of art
forms to express ideas, concepts and themes in artworks.
• Develop skills in planning and designing art works and documenting artistic practice.

Present and Perform
• Perform devised and scripted drama using a range of performance styles, maintaining
commitment to role and applying stagecraft.
• Rehearse and perform to audiences in different settings and contexts, a range of music
they have learnt or composed, using techniques and expression appropriate to style.
• Create and display artworks, describing how ideas are expressed to an audience.
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Respond and Interpret
• Analyse how the elements of drama have been combined in devised and scripted drama
to convey different forms, performance styles and dramatic meaning.
• Identify and connect specific features and purposes of drama to explore viewpoints and
enrich their drama making.
• Analyse composers’ use of the elements of music and stylistic features when listening to
and interpreting music.
• Identify and connect specific features and purposes of music to explore viewpoints and
enrich their music making.
• Analyse how ideas and viewpoints are expressed in art works and how they are viewed
by audiences.
• Identify and connect features of visual artworks from different cultures, historical and
contemporary times.

HUMANITIES – HISTORY
The History activities in this resource focus on the following strands:

Historical Concepts and Skills
• Identify and explain patterns of continuity and change in society to the way of life.

Historical Knowledge
• The significant social, cultural, economic, environmental and political changes and
continuities in the way of life and the roles and relationships of different groups in society.
• Significant causes and effects of developments and/or cultural achievements that
reflect the concentration and/or expansion of wealth and power.
• The role and achievements of a significant individual and/or group.
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NEWFINESE
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Newfoundland English, or “Newfinese”, is an example of a dialect. According to Wikipedia:
Dialects can be defined as “sub-forms of languages which are, in general, mutually
comprehensible”. The combination of differences in pronunciation and use of local words may
make some English dialects almost unintelligible to speakers from other regions.
There are many other dialects of English across the world that students may wish to explore, in
order to help them understand how they work. A good place to start is:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_dialects_of_the_English_language

1

Have students partner and
read the “Newfinese” phrases
(refer Appendix 1B). Try them
out on each other.

2

Have students partner again
and write a 20 line dialogue
where they use at least
five “Newfinese” phrases.

3

Have partners share their
dialogues with the class.
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9/11 FIRST PERSON PERSPECTIVE
1.
2.

Have students read Appendix 1A.
Have students prepare a list of the people referenced in the background information
about the 9/11 attacks i.e. pilots, passengers, firefighters, law enforcement officers,
World Trade Centre employees, etc.
3. Have the students imagine that they are one of the people from this list. Ask students to
write a first person perspective account of their experience of 9/11.
4. Ask the students to read their work to the class for feedback and discussion.
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GOING FURTHER
Have students read Appendix 2B.
NOTE: Teachers should read this article before determining if it is
appropriate for their students.
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Have students brainstorm
phrases that are unique to
Australia (refer Appendix 2A).

ENGLISH ACTIVITY 2
AUSSIE LINGO

2

Have students partner again
and write a 20 line dialogue
where they use at least
five Australian phrases.
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3

Have partners share their
dialogues with the class.
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ENGLISH ACTIVITY 3
NON VERBAL COMMUNICATION
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Have students read aloud this scene from COME FROM AWAY:

GWANDOYA
There are soldiers everywhere. I see the fear in my wife’s eyes.
ALL (EXCEPT GARTH AND GWANDOYA)
PANDE ZOTE SISI
GWANDOYA
The man at the front opens the door.
GARTH
I say, “Here you are. Out you go.” But he doesn’t understand. And he’s not getting off. None of them
are.
ALL (EXCEPT GARTH AND GWANDOYA)
GIZA NA MITI
GARTH
But then I notice that his wife is clutching a bible – well, I can’t read it obviously, but their bible – it’ll
have the same number system ours does – so I ask to see it and I’m searching for something – and
then in Philippians 4:6 – I give them their bible and I’m pointing and saying, look! “Be anxious for
nothing. Be anxious for nothing.”
GWANDOYA
That’s how we started speaking the same language.

1

Reimagine the scene by
having students act out
the above scene without
using any words.

2

How do you communicate
without words? Are there
“universal” languages?
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3

What qualities do you rely on
to convey meaning?
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DRAMA ACTIVITY 1 - 9/11
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FOREIGN TERRORISM ON AMERICAN SOIL
9/11 significantly altered life in the US in many ways. Security measures in airports have
significantly increased since the attacks. Before 9/11, you could comfortably bring your bottled
water with you past security, you could have things like small scissors, nail clippers or tweezers in
your carry-on and you did not have to limit the amount of liquids (shampoo, conditioner, creams,
etc) you carried with you. Now, you are only allowed to go through security with 100ml of liquid
in 100ml containers. Any liquids you are carrying must be packed in a see-through sealed bag
and run through the X-ray belt.
Another, perhaps more significant consequence of 9/11 is an increase in racial profiling against
Muslim people. Racial profiling is a term used when law enforcement officials target individuals
for suspicion of crime based on the individual’s race, appearance, ethnicity, religion or national
origin. Given that the attackers on September 11th were Muslim, many people around the globe
started to perceive all Muslims as terrorists.
Crimes against people from Arabic countries increased by 500% between 2001-2009 and
discrimination against Muslim people in the workplace increased 150%. You may have heard the
story of Ahmed Mohamed who was arrested in 2015 in Texas for bringing a clock to school that,
to teachers, looked like a bomb.
Most people 25 and older remember exactly what they were doing when they heard the news of
the terrorist attack on the World Trade Center and, later that day, the Pentagon. September 11,
2001 was a day when many of us started our routines, just like any other day, but were suddenly
confronted with one of the greatest tragedies in American history. 2,977 lives were lost in
a matter of hours and the cultural landscape of the USA changed forever. Appendix 3 has a
timeline of what happened in different parts of the country on that day, from 8am to 8pm.
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DRAMA ACTIVITY 2
‘AND THE WORLD CHANGED’

1

Using the timeline from
Appendix 3, have students
read independently the day’s
events. Discuss.

2

Have 15 students line up in a
straight line, each student will
step forward, and read aloud
one time marker, and then
step back into the line.

• What can you add, as an ensemble, to enhance the presentation?
- Music
- Whispers
- Choreography or movement
- Sound and rhythm
- Visual elements
• As an ensemble determine what elements to add.
- Rehearse, present, possibly film and share
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The other students in the
room, not the 15 reading, will
say aloud and in unison the
words “and the world changed”
between each time marker.

GOING FURTHER

REFLECT
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DRAMA ACTIVITY 3
‘AND THE WORLD CHANGED’
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2

Split students up into
groups of four or five.

Have students develop three
stage pictures (tableaus) to
represent each of the events
referenced in the timeline.

3

4

Students are to rehearse their
presentations to ensure smooth
transitions between each stage
picture.

Select one student to recite the
timeline events as each group
presents their stage pictures to
the rest of the class.

GOING FURTHER
• What more can you add, as an ensemble, to enhance tension and mood in the presentation?
- A line of dialogue – one line per stage picture
- Soundscape and/or music to underscore the transitions between each stage picture
- Transform time to create a scene that depicts key events that transpired before and after
the events referenced in the timeline
- Use puppetry or images to depict the events referenced in the timeline
• As an ensemble determine what elements to add.
• Rehearse, present, possibly film and share.
- Develop a scene or performance based on one of the events
- Whispers
- Choreography or movement
- Sound and rhythm
- Visual elements
• As an ensemble determine what elements to add.
• Rehearse, present, possibly film and share.
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DRAMA ACTIVITY 4
EYE WITNESS ACCOUNTS
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2

Have students improvise a
firsthand account of one of the
events from the timeline based
on the different perspectives
identified in the previous activity.

Ask students to script their
account based on their
improvisation.

3

4

Split the students into groups
and ask students to read
their eyewitness accounts
to each other.

Have students select one (or
more) of the accounts and
develop the account/s into
a presentation.

5

Students are to rehearse
and present for feedback
and discussion.
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DRAMA ACTIVITY 5
I AM AN ISLANDER PROJECT
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“COME FROM AWAY for me is about the kindness inherent in all of us, it’s the goodness of people and the
love we have in us that we sometimes forget.”
David Hein, Co-Creator
The “I am an Islander” project furthers the message of COME FROM AWAY by encouraging participants to
tell their personal generosity narratives to inspire others to “pay it forward”.

3

1

Ask for volunteers to read their
gratitude narratives out loud.

Invite students to brainstorm an act of kindness
in the face of tragedy. Give examples of
anecdotes from recent world events.

4

2

Facilitator passes out an additional globe to
students and asks them to make a promise to
themselves to continue this chain of kindness
by making a promise to “pay it forward”.
Students are invited to make a kindness
pledge, record the pledge on the globe, and
keep the globe as a reminder.

Facilitator will pass out pieces of paper in the
shape of a globe. Invite students to think about
a time he or she was a recipient of an act of
kindness, large or small. Ask students to consider
the following aspects of this act of kindness as
they write a short gratitude narrative.
• Who was this person who exhibited the act
of kindness?
• What is their relationship to you?
• What made this encounter special?
• If you could say something to that person
now, what would you say?
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MUSIC TASK 1
NO PLACE LIKE HOME
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CREATING THE MUSICAL POEM
Have each student write one line that describes how they feel about the place they identify as “home”.
Home is where they are from, where they live, or a place that has an influence on them as an individual.

EXAMPLE
• In South Korea, I felt the loneliness of missing family holidays at home in Massachusetts.
• New York is my best friend and nemesis.
• Walking through the old gates and roads, being greeted by a sense of familiarity in Greece.
Gather students into a standing circle, and go around and have each student recite their line. Try to find a
natural rhythm to the recitation.
Have students reflect on what they heard.
Have students listen to “38 Planes” from COME FROM AWAY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ru0Texl0pok

REFLECT ON THE SONG
• How did the music enhance the song?
• How does music communicate emotion, or convey what words can’t?
Have students re-visit their circle poem and create a beat by snapping or clapping (If you want to be more
advanced, add a chorus, or musical instrumentation). Allow time for everyone to get the beat.
Go around the circle, repeating step 2, while everyone keeps the beat.
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MUSIC TASK 2
“ON THE EDGE”
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Have students examine the song “On the Edge” from COME FROM AWAY (see Appendix 4).
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MUSIC TASK 3
FOLK BALLADS
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Songs share stories of home, culture and community. Read and listen to these traditional Newfoundland
and Labrador folk ballads (see Appendix 5) to learn more about this unique community.
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ED

WORDS AND “I’SE THE B’Y”
TELL YOU ABOUT LIFE IN THIS
S
LOCCOAGNTIZEIOIN N
PART OF THE WORLD?
THESE SONGS.

YOU DO NOT RE

WHAT

PLACES AND
UNIQUE WORDS
WOULD YOU INCLUDE IN A
SONG ABOUT YOUR HOME?

DO THESE

ORDS
WHAT DO THE PLACES AND W
IN
LD IN
TELL YOU ABOUT JACK’S WOR

“EVERY INCH
A SAILOR”?
WHY DO YOU THINK
THIS

OD YONUGOFSOTHER STORY IS
S
SR UNG
REMIN
RATHER THAN JUST
ECITED?
?
S
E
I
STOR
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VISUAL ARTS ACTIVITY 1
MANDALA*
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Consider the themes of kindness, generosity and gratitude explored in the activity “I am an Islander” (refer
Drama Activity 5). Discuss symbols and images that represent these qualities – students may come up
with ideas such as wrapped gifts, open hands, welcome mats and so on.
Explore the stories behind the characters in COME FROM AWAY at:
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/newfoundland-labrador/real-life-characters-come-fromaway-1.4021045
https://www.fords.org/blog/post/meet-the-people-who-inspired-the-characters-of-come-from-away/
Discuss how the themes of kindness, generosity and gratitude are included in these stories, and how they
are represented.
Students create mandalas based on the images and stories that they have explored.
Students should use a soft, easily spread material, such as coloured wax, crayon or pastel, with many
colour options available.

2

1

Arrange the students in a circle of desks or
around one single large table, starting with
one large A3 piece of paper per student. Each
student will draw their picture in the middle
of the first page, leaving room for layers to be
added by other students, one by one.

Explain that all students will be adding a
“layer” to each picture as they move around
the circle. Each students’ turn will be strictly
timed – when the bell sounds they must
move to the next spot!

3

4

The artwork is finished when students
return to their starting point.

Encourage students to be creative when adding
their layer – use different colours, patterns and
so forth. Remind students that they must be
respectful when adding to someone else’s work!

* A mandala (Sanskrit: मण्डल, mandala; literally “circle”) is a spiritual and ritual symbol in Hinduism and
Buddhism, representing the universe. In common use, “mandala” has become a generic term for any
diagram, chart or geometric pattern that represents the cosmos metaphysically or symbolically; a
microcosm of the universe.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandala
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VISUAL ARTS ACTIVITY 2
REPRESENTED TRAGEDY
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Teachers may wish to explore sensitive yet educationally important topics with their students,
particularly when the opportunity to interact in a meaningful manner with a story like COME FROM
AWAY presents itself. The tragedy of the story behind 9/11 is something that resonates with students,
and may be a launching point for their own exploration of the nature of tragedy. Drawing and other
visual arts techniques are excellent media for allowing them to explore these topics in a safe manner.
Teachers should use their own judgement and their knowledge of their own students if deciding to
take on an activity like the following, which should be delivered after students have learned about the
events of 9/11.
Explain to students that children have traditionally used drawing as a way of coping with extreme
events. Examples could include: families who have fled their countries as refugees; the Holocaust in the
1930s – 1940s; losing family members. Teachers can find examples of children’s drawings by putting the
relevant search terms in Google Images:
https://www.google.com.au/imghp?hl=en
Discuss the events of 9/11 based on the students’ knowledge (allow time for extra research if
necessary). Brainstorm the types of images that could represent the events of the day and list these on
the board. Examples could be: the towers, planes, emergency vehicles.
On a separate list, brainstorm the types of images that represent the events of 9/12 and beyond – i.e.
that represent hope and renewal. This may be a good opportunity to introduce the events behind
COME FROM AWAY and how these positive themes are integrated into the story.
Using media of their choice, students choose at least one image from each list to create a 2D artwork
that tells their own version of the story of the events of 9/11 and beyond. Allow students to express
their own feelings about this story – their artwork does not have to be “just” tragic or “just” hopeful.
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WORDS OF INSPIRATION
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QUOTES: READ ALOUD TO THE CLASS

“…THE CAPTAIN MADE THE FOLLOWING ANNOUNCEMENT: ‘LADIES AND
GENTLEMEN, YOU MUST BE WONDERING IF ALL THESE AIRPLANES AROUND
US HAVE THE SAME INSTRUMENT PROBLEM AS WE HAVE. BUT THE REALITY
IS THAT WE ARE HERE FOR A GOOD REASON.’ THEN HE WENT TO EXPLAIN THE
LITTLE BIT WE KNEW ABOUT THE SITUATION IN THE U.S. THERE WERE LOUD
GASPS AND STARES OF DISBELIEF. LOCAL TIME AT GANDER WAS 12:30PM.”
- Nazim, member of a Delta flight crew

1

Hang four large pieces of paper on the walls of the room.
Each piece of paper has a different heading. Allow students to walk around
the room and write responses on each piece of paper in silence.

A.PEOPLE

B.EMOTIONS

C.LEADERSHIP

Who were the leaders
What do you think
involved in getting
people were feeling
information to airlines,
as they heard and
who then communicated
communicated
with the crews, who then the news over the
communicated to the
loudspeaker?
passengers?

2

Have students brainstorm
examples of speeches or
moments in time when
a leader is making a life
changing speech to a group
of people. E.g. Martin Luther
King’s “I Have a Dream”,
Winston Churchill’s “We
Shall Fight on the Beaches”,
Kevin Rudd’s Parliamentary
Apology to the Stolen
Generations.

What words describe
the characteristics of a
good leader?
E.g. president, the
captain, the stewards,
police.

3

Have students find examples
of the primary text of
one of these speeches.
Students should write about
the people involved, the
emotions felt, the leadership
at the time, and the actions
of the community that this
speech affected.
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D.ACTION

What would you
do if you heard this
announcement?

4

Extension: students can
create their own speech to
address their community
(e.g. school, local
neighbourhood) in a time
of tragedy.
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HISTORY ACTIVITY 2
OPERATION YELLOW RIBBON
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Have students read about Operation Yellow Ribbon (Appendix 6).
Share this quote from Gander Mayor Claude Elliott:

… If any time there’s a tragedy, you feel free to drop by Gander. We will be here, willing to help your
people in a time of need.

Have each student write as the mayor, an address to the people of Gander and the “come from aways”
as if it would be broadcast on the radio that night.

FOCUS QUESTIONS
HOW DO YOU WANT THIS

WHAT

TEYOWANNTETO SET?

DO TH

WHAT

FEELING

DO THEY WANT PEOPLE
TO HAVE AFTER THE

BROADCAST?

EINSTESRPREATEGD EBY:
M
TO BE

A FELLOW

CANADIAN?
A FELLOW
NEWFOUNDLANDERHE?RE PEOPLE HAVE
W
SOMEONE FROM A COUNTRY
“COME FROM AWAY”?

Have students share their speech with the class.
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HISTORY ACTIVITY 3
TWO SIDES OF THE SAME STORY
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Read the speeches given by President Bush and Osama Bin Laden (Appendix 7).
•
•
•
•

Who was the speech for and who were the leaders addressing?
What emotion or intention was the speech meant to convey?
Why were these individuals giving the speech?
What action was the speech meant to inspire?

There are multiple points of view and lots of speculation on the reason for the attack on September 11,
2001. We are including the two most prominent perspectives at this point in history: statements from
President Bush & Osama Bin Laden. We invite you to read both speeches. Read between the lines.
Think about what they choose to highlight and what they leave out. Form your own opinion. Teachers
may wish to use the following table, using similar quotes from each speaker, as a prompt or a model.
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TWO SIDES OF THE SAME STORY
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George W Bush

Osama Bin Laden

The pictures of airplanes flying into buildings,
fires burning, huge structures collapsing, have
filled us with disbelief, terrible sadness, and
a quiet, unyielding anger. These acts of mass
murder were intended to frighten our nation
into chaos and retreat. But they have failed;
our country is strong.

There is America, hit by God in one of its softest
spots. Its greatest buildings were destroyed,
thank God for that. There is America, full of fear
from its north to its south, from its west to its
east. Thank God for that. What America is tasting
now, is something insignificant compared to what
we have tasted for scores of years.
Millions of innocent children are being killed
as I speak. They are being killed in Iraq
without committing any sins and we don’t hear
condemnation or a fatwa from the rulers. In
these days, Israeli tanks infest Palestine - in
Jenin, Ramallah, Rafah, Beit Jalla, and other
places in the land of Islam, and we don’t hear
anyone raising his voice or moving a limb.

America was targeted for attack because
we’re the brightest beacon for freedom and
opportunity in the world. And no one will
keep that light from shining.
I appreciate so very much the members of
Congress who have joined me in strongly
condemning these attacks. And on behalf
of the American people, I thank the many
world leaders who have called to offer their
condolences and assistance. America and our
friends and allies join with all those who want
peace and security in the world, and we stand
together to win the war against terrorism.

After this event, after the senior officials have
spoken in America, starting with the head of
infidels worldwide, Bush, and those with him
-- they have come out in force with their men
and have turned even the countries that belong
to Islam to this treachery, and they want to
wag their tail at God, to fight Islam, to suppress
people in the name of terrorism.

We will make no distinction between the
terrorists who committed these acts and
those who harbor them.

These events have divided the whole world into
two sides. The side of believers and the side of
infidels, may God keep you away from them.

Tonight, I ask for your prayers for all those who
grieve, for the children whose worlds have
been shattered, for all whose sense of safety
and security has been threatened.
And I pray they will be comforted by a
power greater than any of us,
spoken through the ages in
Psalm 23: “Even though I walk
through the valley
of the shadow of death, I fear
no evil, for You are with me.”

Every Muslim has to rush to make his religion
victorious. The winds of faith have come. The winds
of change have come to eradicate oppression from
the island of Muhammad, peace be upon him.
To America, I say only a few
words to it and its people.
I swear by God, who has
elevated the skies without
pillars, neither America nor
the people who live in it will
dream of security before
we live it in Palestine, and
not before all the infidel
armies leave the land of
Muhammad, peace
by upon him.
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Have students read this dialogue aloud:

BEULAH
Around suppertime on Thursday, people are waiting
to use the phones and there’s a fight in the hallway
ALI (Ali speaking in Arabic on the phone)
I beg your pardon?
PASSENGER 11
You celebrating this? You praying for your friends?
(Ali speaking in Arabic on the phone)
PASSENGER 11
Why doesn’t he speak English?
ALI
Excuse me?
PASSENGER 8
You telling your Muslim friends where to bomb next?
ALI
This was not all Muslims! And I was not –
PASSENGER 11
Go back where you came from!

ACTIVITY

BRAINSTORM/
RESEARCH

• Write a letter to your local member of
parliament discussing racial profiling.

• What is racial profiling?

- What do you understand by racial
profiling?
- What is your opinion of it?
- What change do you want to see?
- Alternately, create a slam poem that
discusses and shares your opinion. Read
and share with the class.

• What sorts of racial profiling occur in Australia?
• Who does it affect?
• Why does it happen?
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NATO AND ARTICLE 5
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1. Have students read Appendix 10 and 11.
2. Have students discuss the purpose of Article 5.

REFLECT
WHY WAS

LEDE? 5
ARESTTAIC
BLISH

WHY DO YOU THINK THIS WAS
THE FIRST TIME IT WAS

R
WHY WAS IT IMPORTANT FO

A
IC
ET R
M
A
INVOKED? TO GET THE SUPPOR OF ITS ALLIES BEFORE
RETALIATING?

Have students research and debate the following topics:

1

Does an attack by a nonstate terrorist group give
rise to the right of selfdefence as understood under
international law?

2

Under what circumstances
was the Taliban regime as
the Afghani government
itself a legitimate target for
military action under the
self-defence doctrine?
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3

To what extent was the United
States entitled to dictate the
terms by which the Taliban
regime should act before the
military action would cease
against it and Al Qaeda bases
on Afghani soil?
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HISTORY ACTIVITY 6
THE ANZUS TREATY
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Read the speeches given by the Australian Prime Minister John Howard regarding his government’s
decision to invoke the ANZUS Treaty in response to the 9/11 attacks (Appendix 12).

REFLECT

WHY DID

WHY WAS THIS DECISION

JOHN HOWARD SIGNIFICANT?
INVOKE THE
Y
T
A
E
R
T
S
U
ZHY WAS IT ESTABLISHED?
AANN
HOW DID THIS
W
D
A
N
ZU
S
TR
EA
TY
DECISION CHANGE OUR
IN RESPONSE TO THE 9/11 ATTACKS?
SOCIETY?
WHAT IS THE

Have students research and debate the following topics:

1

Should the Howard
government have committed
Australian troops to the ‘War
on Terror’?

2

Is the world a safer
place post 9/11?
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3

Can terrorism ever
be defeated?
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_11_attacks#Attacks
Suspicion quickly fell on al-Qaeda. The United
States responded by launching the War on
Terror and invaded Afghanistan to depose
the Taliban, which had failed to comply with
U.S. demands to extradite Osama bin Laden
and expel al-Qaeda from Afghanistan. Many
countries strengthened their anti-terrorism
legislation and expanded the powers of law
enforcement and intelligence agencies to
prevent terrorist attacks. Although al-Qaeda’s
leader, Osama bin Laden, initially denied any
involvement, in 2004 he claimed responsibility
for the attacks. Al-Qaeda and bin Laden
cited U.S. support of Israel, the presence
of U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia, and sanctions
against Iraq as motives. After evading capture
for almost a decade, Osama bin Laden was
located and killed in Pakistan by SEAL Team
Six of the U.S. Navy in May 2011.

The September 11 attacks (also referred
to as 9/11) were a series of four
coordinated terrorist attacks by the Islamic
terrorist group al-Qaeda against the United
States on the morning of Tuesday, September
11, 2001. The attacks killed 2,996 people,
injured over 6,000 others, and caused at
least $10 billion in infrastructure and property
damage. Additional people died of 9/11-related
cancer and respiratory diseases in the months
and years following the attacks.
Four passenger airliners operated by two
major U.S. passenger air carriers (United
Airlines and American Airlines)—all of which
departed from airports in the northeastern
part of the United States bound for California—
were hijacked by 19 al-Qaeda terrorists.
Two of the planes, American Airlines Flight
11 and United Airlines Flight 175, were crashed
into the North and South towers, respectively,
of the World Trade Center complex in Lower
Manhattan. Within an hour and 42 minutes,
both 110-story towers collapsed. Debris and
the resulting fires caused partial or complete
collapse of all other buildings in the World
Trade Center complex, including the 47-story 7
World Trade Center tower, as well as significant
damage to ten other large surrounding
structures. A third plane, American Airlines
Flight 77, was crashed into the Pentagon (the
headquarters of the United States Department
of Defense) in Arlington County, Virginia,
which led to a partial collapse of the
building’s west side. The fourth plane, United
Airlines Flight 93, was initially flown toward
Washington, D.C., but crashed into a field
in Stonycreek Township near Shanksville,
Pennsylvania, after its passengers thwarted the
hijackers. 9/11 is the single deadliest incident
for firefighters and law enforcement officers in
the history of the United States, with 343 and
72 killed, respectively.

The destruction of the World Trade Center
and nearby infrastructure seriously harmed
the economy of Lower Manhattan and had
a significant effect on global markets, which
resulted in the closing of Wall Street until
September 17 and the civilian airspace
in the U.S. and Canada until September
13. Many closings, evacuations, and
cancellations followed, out of respect or fear
of further attacks. Cleanup of the World Trade
Center site was completed in May 2002, and
the Pentagon was repaired within a year. On
November 18, 2006, construction of One World
Trade Center began at the World Trade Center
site. The building was officially opened on
November 3, 2014. Numerous memorials have
been constructed, including the National
September 11 Memorial & Museum in New
York City, the Pentagon Memorial in Arlington
County, Virginia, and the Flight 93 National
Memorial in a field in Stonycreek Township near
Shanksville, Pennsylvania.
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HOW TO SPEAK LIKE A NEWFOUNDLANDER
This remote community has a colourful language
all its own, known as “Newfinese”. Some of our
favourite words and phrases are below:
Come from away
A traveller to Newfoundland - someone who
wasn’t born there

Chummy jigger
A thingamajig
Buddy whassisname
Someone you can’t remember

Come on, we go’s
Let’s go
Sweet jesus in the garden!
An expletive

Bivverin’
Really cold weather - imagine the sound of
chattering teeth

Stunned
Really stupid

I dies at you
You’re funny

Stay where you’re to ‘till I comes where you’re at
Stay there until I get there

‘Ow’s she getting on?
How are you doing?

Having a time
Enjoying yourself; having a party

Like a birch broom in the fits
Messy hair

Yes, b’y
Good for any use in any instance

I’m gutfoundered, fire up ascoff
I’m hungry, make me some food

Ascoff and ascuff
Dinner and a dance

God love your cotton socks
Thank you

Where y’longs to?
Where do you come from?

Best kind
To express satisfaction

The arse is gone right out of her
It’s all gone wrong

Proper thing
They got what they deserved

Long may your big jib draw
May you have good fortune

Crooked as sin
Really grumpy

Who knit ya’?
Who’s your mother/parents?

Now the once
In a minute

He/she’s got enough mouth on her for three lips
He/She won’t stop talking/is a big gossip

Buddy, b’w, m’son, m’darling,
m’love, ducky, cocky, trout
Terms of endearment

Not fit
Exceptionally bad weather
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AUSSIE LINGO
A cold one
Beer

Bottle-O
Bottle Shop, basically a place to buy alcohol

Arvo
Afternoon

Brekky
Breakfast

Aussie Salute
Wave to scare the flies

Brolly
Umbrella

Bail
To cancel plans. ‘Bruce bailed’ = Bruce isn’t
going to turn up

Bruce
An Aussie Bloke
Budgie Smugglers
Speedos

Barbie
Barbecue

Bush
The Outback

Bathers
Swimsuit

Cab Sav
Cabernet Sauvignon

Beauty!
Great! Most often exclaimed as
“You Beauty”

Cactus
Dead, Broken

Billabong
A pond in a dry riverbed

Choc A Bloc
Full

Billy
Teapot (In the Outback on the fire)

Choccy Biccy
Chocolate Biscuit

Bloody
Very. Used to extenuate a point

Chook
Chicken

Bloody oath
Yes or its true. “You right mate?”… “Bloody
Oath”

Chrissie
Christmas
Ciggy
A Cigarette

Bludger
Someone who’s lazy, generally also who relies
on others (when it’s someone who relies on
the state they’re often called a ‘dole bludger’)

Clucky
Feeling maternal

Bogan
This word is used for people who are, well
let’s say, rednecks. Or, if you like, just call your
friends a bogan when they are acting weird

Cobber
Very good friend. ‘Alright me ‘ol cobber’
Coldie
Beer. ‘Come over for a few coldie’s mate’

Booze Bus
Police vehicle used to catch drunk drivers

Coppers
Policemen
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Crikey
An expression of surprise

Good On Ya
Good work

Crook
Being ill or angry; ‘Don’t go crook on me
for getting crook’

Goon
Goon is a cheap, boxed wine
Hard yakka
Hard work

Dag
Someone who’s a bit of a nerd or geek

Heaps
Loads, lots, many

Daks
Trousers. ‘Tracky daks’ = sweatpants
(tracksuit pants)

Hoon
Hooligan (normally driving badly!)

Deadset
True

Knickers
Female underwear

Devo
Devastated

Larrikin
Someone who’s always up for a laugh, bit of
a harmless prankster

Drongo
A Fool, ‘Don’t be a drongo mate’

Legless
Someone who is really drunk

Dunny
Toilet

Lollies
Sweets

Esky
An insulated container that keeps things
cold (usually beers)

Mozzie
Mosquito

Fair Dinkum
‘Fair Dinkum!’ = Honestly

No Drama
No problem / it’s ok

Flannie / Flanno
Flannelette shirt

No Worries
No problem / it’s ok

Frothy
Beer

Nuddy
Naked

G’day
Hello

Piece of Piss
Easy

Galah
An Australian cockatoo with a
reputation for not being bright, hence
a galah is also a stupid person

Piss Off
Go away, get lost
Piss Up
A party, a get together and in Australia –
most social occasions
Pissed

Going off
Busy, lots of people
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Intoxicated, Drunk

A carton of beers

Pissed Off
Annoyed

Snag
Sausage

Rack Off
The less offensive way to tell someone to go
away!

Stoked
Happy, Pleased

H

H

H

Straya
Australia

Rapt
Very happy

Strewth
An exclamation of surprise

Reckon
For sure. ‘You Reckon?’… ‘I reckon!’

Stubby
A bottle of beer

Rellie / Rello
Relatives

Stuffed
Tired

Ripper
‘You little ripper’ = That’s fantastic mate!

Sunnies
Sunglasses

Rooted
Tired
Runners
Trainers, Sneakers

Swag
Single bed you can roll up, a bit like
a sleeping bag

Servo
Service Station / Garage

Tea
Dinner

Sheila
A woman

Tinny
Can of beer or small boat

Shoot Through
To leave

Tucker
Food. ‘Bush Tucker’ tends to be food found in
the Outback such as witchety grubs

Sickie
A sick day off work, or ‘to pull a sickie’
would be to take a day off when you
aren’t actually sick

Two Up
A gambling game played on Anzac day

Skull
To down a beer
Slab
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MY ESCAPE FROM THE 81ST FLOOR OF THE WORLD TRADE CENTER”
was completely blown out. If I’d walked over,
I could’ve looked all the way down. Chunks of
material that had been part of the wall were in
flames all over the floor. Smoke was everywhere.
I knew where the stairs were...I started
screaming, “Out! Out! Out!” The managers were
trying to keep people calm and orderly, and here
I was screaming, “The stairs! The stairs!”
We got to the stairwell, and people were in
various states. Some were in shock; some were
crying. We started filing down in two rows,
fire-drill style... Some floors we’d cruise down;
others we’d wait for ten minutes. People were
speculating, “Was it a bomb?”... At the fortieth
floor, we started coming in contact with firemen.
They were saying, “C’mon, down you go! Don’t
worry, it’s safe below.” Most of them were
stone-faced. Looking back, there were some
frightened firemen.

For a full transcript of Michael Wright’s
experience go to:
https://www.esquire.com/news-politics/
a2038/esq0102-jan-wtc-rev/
NOTE: Teachers should read this article
before determining if it is appropriate for
their students.
At 8:48 on the morning of September 11,
Michael Wright was a thirty-year-old account
executive working high in the World Trade
Center. Two hours later, he was something
else.
As told to Cal Fussman
Sep 12, 2015
It was as mundane a morning as you can
imagine...I get to my office at a quarter to
eight, eat a bran muffin, drink a cup of coffee,
and get my head straight for the day. I was
actually in a good mood. A couple of us were
yukking it up in the men’s room. We’d just
started sharing the eighty-first floor of 1 World
Trade Center with Bank of America, and they’d
put up a sign telling everyone to keep the
bathroom clean. It was about quarter to nine.

When we got below the thirtieth floor, they
started to bring down injured people from flights
above. There was a guy with the back of his shirt
burned off, a little burn on his shoulder. One
woman had severe burns on her face...It was
time to go. The other guy took off in front of me.
We were going pretty fast...Our stairwell exited
out onto that mezzanine level. At that point, I
could look out across the plaza at 2 World Trade
Center. That’s when I realized the gravity of what
had happened. I saw dead bodies everywhere...
I remember my hand coming up in front of my
face to block the sight. Then I took off. As I ran,
people were coming out of another stairwell. I
stopped and said, “Don’t look outside! Don’t look
outside!” The windows were stained with blood.
Someone who’d jumped had fallen very close to
the building.

All of a sudden, there was the shift of an
earthquake. People ask, “Did you hear a
boom?” No. The way I can best describe it is
that every joint in the building jolted...We all
got knocked off balance...The flex caused the
marble walls in the bathroom to crack. You’re
thinking, Gas main. It was so percussive, so
close. I opened the bathroom door, looked
outside, and saw fire. There was screaming.
One of my coworkers, Alicia, was trapped in
the women’s room next door. The doorjamb
had folded in on itself and sealed the door
shut. This guy Art and another guy started
kicking... the door, and they finally got her out.
There was a huge crack in the floor of the
hallway that was about half a football field
long, and the elevator bank by my office

It felt like my head was going to blow up. I made
it to the stairwell and got down. The mall was in
bad shape. It must have been from chunks of the
plane coming down. Windows were smashed.
Sprinklers were on. I saw Alicia, the coworker
who’d been trapped in the bathroom. She’d seen
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a pail of sand at the beach? That’s what it
was like in my mouth, my nose, my ears, my
eyes—everything packed with debris. I spat it
out. I puked, mostly out of horror. I felt myself:
Am I intact? Can I move? I was all there. There
was moaning. People were hurt and crying all
around me.

what I’d seen in the plaza and was traumatized.
She was crying and moving slowly. I put my
arm around her. Then there was another
woman—same thing. I put my arm around the
two of them, saying, “C’mon. We gotta go. We
gotta go.”
We were moving through the mall toward the
escalator that would take us back up to street
level and out to Church Street. There were
some emergency workers giving us the “head
this way” sign. I think they were trying to get
us as far away from the fire as possible and out
toward Church Street and the Millenium Hilton
hotel. I got to the bottom of the escalator, and
that’s when I heard what sounded like a crack.
That was the beginning of it. I ran to the top
of the escalator as fast as I could and looked
east, out toward Church Street at the Millenium
hotel. The windows of the hotel are like a
mirror, and in the reflection I saw Tower Two
coming down.

Then I had my second reckoning with death.
I’m alive, yeah. But I’m trapped beneath
whatever fell on top of me and this place is
filled with smoke and dust. This is how I’m
gonna die—and this was worse. Because I
was going to be cognizant of my death. I was
going to be trapped in a hole and it was going
to fill with smoke and they were going to find
me like one of those guys buried in Pompeii.
I sat there thinking of my wife and son again.
It wasn’t like seeing the photos of Jenny and
Ben that I had on my desk, though. The images
I had were of them without me. Images of
knowing that I’d never touch them again. As I
sat there, thinking of them, I suddenly got this
presence of mind: I gotta try to survive.

How do you describe the sound of a 110-story
building coming down directly above you?
It sounded like what it was: a deafening tidal
wave of building material coming down on my
head. It appeared to be falling on the street
directly where I was headed. I turned to run
back into the building. It was the instinctual
thing to do. You’re thinking, If you stay outside,
you’re running into it. If you go inside, it might
not land there. So I turned and ran into the
building, down into the mall, and that’s when
it hit. I dove to the ground, screaming at the
top of my lungs, “Oh, no! Oh, no! Jenny and
Ben! Jenny and Ben!” It wasn’t a very creative
response, but it was the only thing I could say. I
was gonna die.

I tore off my shirt and wrapped it around my
mouth and nose to keep some of the smoke
out. I started crawling. It was absolutely
pitch-black. I had no idea where I was crawling
to, but I had to keep trying. It’s haunting to
think about it now. I saw a light go on. I can’t
say I was happy, because I was horrified, but
that light was hope. Luckily, I was buried with
a fireman... He was frazzled, but he had it a lot
more together than I did. I was like, “What are
we gonna do?” You can’t imagine the ability
to have rational thought at that point. I was
purely in survival mode. It wasn’t like, The
smoke is traveling this way, so I’ll go that way
to the fresh air. It’s whatever presents itself.
The fireman looked like a big Irish guy. Big,
bushy mustache. He had an axe. He was
looking at a wall, and it looked solid, but when
he wiped his hand on it, it was glass, a glass
wall looking into a Borders bookstore. There
was a door right next to it. He smashed the
door and it spread open. Everyone gravitated
to the light. Now there was a bunch of us.

The explosion was extreme, the noise
impossible to describe. I started crying. It’s
hard for me to imagine now that when I was
on the ground awaiting my doom, hearing that
noise, thousands of people were dying. That
noise is a noise thousands of people heard
when they died. When it hit, everything went
instantly black. You know how a little kid packs
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logical thinker. I’m alive because I managed to
find a space that had enough support structure
that it didn’t collapse on me. I’m alive because
the psycho in the plane decided to hit at this
angle as opposed to that angle. I’m alive because
I went down this stairwell instead of that stairwell.
I can say that now. But at that moment, I was just
trying to give myself some sanity.
I was still running when I heard another huge
sound. I didn’t know it at the time, but it was the
other tower—my tower—coming down. A cop
on the street saw me and said, “Buddy, are you
okay?” It was obvious that he was spooked by
looking at me. Aside from being caked with dust,
I had blood all over me that wasn’t mine. He was
trying to help, but I could tell he was shocked by
what he was seeing.

People were screaming. We got into Borders,
went upstairs, and got through the doors
heading outside. The dust was so thick, there
was barely any light.
At this point, I still had no idea what was going
on. I didn’t know if we were being bombed
or what. I didn’t know if this was over or if it
was just beginning. I took off into the cloud. I
crossed Church Street, and some light started
coming in, and I could see a little bit. I saw a
woman standing there, horrified, crying, lost.
I stopped and said, “Are you okay? Are you
okay?” She couldn’t speak. I kept going.
I went along Vesey Street, using it as a guide.
It started clearing up more and more, and I
got to an intersection that was completely
empty. That’s where I saw one of the weirdest
things—a cameraman near a van with the NBC
peacock on it, doubled over with his camera,
crying. I was all disoriented. I saw a turnedover bagel cart, and I grabbed a couple of
Snapples. I used one to rinse out my mouth
and wash my face. I drank some of the other.
Then I started running again. It was chaos.
Even though I’d been around these streets a
million times, I was completely lost. I looked
up and saw my building, 1 World Trade Center,
in flames. I looked for the other tower because
I always use the two buildings as my North
Star. I couldn’t see it. I stood there thinking,
It doesn’t make sense. At that angle, it was
apparent how devastating it all was. I looked
up and said, “Hundreds of people died today.”
I was trying to come to terms with it—to
intellectualize it. My wife’s family is Jewish, and
her grandparents talk about the Holocaust and
the ability of humans to be cruel and kill one
another. This is a part of a pattern of human
behavior, I told myself. And I just happen to be
very close to this one.
Maybe it seems an odd reaction in hindsight.
But I was just trying to grab on to something,
some sort of logic or justification, rather than
let it all overwhelm me. I was raised IrishCatholic, and I consider myself a spiritual
person. I did thank God for getting me out of
there for my kid. But I also tend to be a pretty

I was looking for a pay phone to call my wife, but
every one I passed was packed. My wife never
entertained for a minute that I could be alive. She
had turned on the TV and said, “Eighty-first floor.
Both buildings collapsed. There’s not a prayer.”
It was difficult for her to look at Ben because
she was having all these feelings. “Should I be
grateful that I have him? Is he going to be a
reminder of Mike every time I look at him?” At the
time, these thoughts just go through your head.
Finally, I got to a pay phone where there was a
woman just kind of looking up. I shoved her out
of the way. I guess it was kind of harsh, but I had
to get in touch with my family. I dialed Boston
and a recording said, “Six dollars and twentyfive cents, please.” So I pulled out a quarter and
called my brother at NYU. I got his voice mail.
“I’m alive! I’m alive! Call Jenny! Let everyone know
I’m alive!” It was 10:34.
I started running toward where my brother Chris
worked at NYU. I’m the last of six in my family.
The two oldest are girls, the four youngest, boys.
Chris is the second oldest above me. The classic
older brother. The one who’d put you down
and give you noogies. He probably would have
had the best view of the whole thing going on.
But he’d left his office, thinking, My brother is
dead. He walked home to Brooklyn across the
Manhattan Bridge, unable to look back.
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Chris came back from Brooklyn to pick me up,
and I held on to him and hugged him. Later, he
said, “You know, Michael, this is why I stuffed you
in sleeping bags and beat on you all those years
as a kid. Just to toughen you up for something
like this.”

On my way to NYU, I met this guy—a stranger
named Gary—who had a cell phone. He tried
and tried and couldn’t get through to Boston.
I said, “I gotta get to NYU” and left him. But
he kept calling Boston and eventually got
through to my family. At that point, four of
my five siblings were at the house. My wife’s
father was on his way from New York with a
black suit in the car.

When we got back to my place, I collapsed and
it all hit me. I cried like I’ve never cried in my life.
I finally let loose, and it felt better. My brother
helped me pack, and we got to Westchester,
where my wife and family had gone. Jenny came
running to the door. I can remember hearing the
dum, dum, dum, dum, dum of her footsteps.

The people at NYU took me in. They were
great. I said, “I don’t need anything. Just call
my family.” They kept on trying to get through.
They couldn’t, they couldn’t. Finally, they got
through.

My mother was there. My dad. My father-in-law.
They all hugged me. Then they gave me my son.
I could tell by the noises he was making that he
was happy. I hugged him and sort of started the
healing process there...

I said, “Jenny, it’s me.” And there was a moan.
It was this voice I’d never heard before in my
life. And I was saying, “I’m alive. I’m alive. I love
you. I love you. I love you.” We cried and cried.
Then the phone went dead.
At that point, I went into the bathroom to
clean myself off, and suddenly I couldn’t open
my eyes anymore. They were swollen. I knew
I wasn’t blind, but if I opened my eyes toward
any amount of light there was intense, intense
pain. I didn’t feel this while I was running. It
seemed to happen as soon as I was safe and
the adrenaline came out of me.
At the NYU health center, the doctors...
put drops in them, but they needed more
sophisticated equipment to see what was
going on. I wound up having 147 fiberglass
splinters taken out of my eyes.
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS
AN UNEXPECTED MORNING

7:59 AM

American Airlines Flight 11,
with 92 people aboard, takes off from
Boston’s Logan International Airport
for Los Angeles.

8:14 AM

United Airlines Flight 175, with 65
people aboard, takes off from
Boston, headed to Los Angeles.

8:19 AM

Flight attendants aboard Flight 11
alert ground personnel that the
plane has been hijacked; American
Airlines notifies the FBI.

8:20 AM

American Airlines Flight 77 takes
off from Dulles International Airport
(outside of Washington, D.C.) to
Los Angeles with 64 people aboard.

8:46 AM

Flight 11 crashes into floors 93-99 of
the North Tower of the World
Trade Center, killing everyone on
board and hundreds inside the building.

8:47 AM

NYPD and FDNY forces dispatch
units to the World Trade Center,
while Port Authority Police
Department officers on site begin
immediate evacuation
of the North Tower.

8:50 AM

White House Chief of Staff Andrew
Card alerts President George W. Bush
that a plane has hit the
World Trade Center. The president
is visiting an elementary school in
Sarasota, Florida at the time.
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS
THE WORLD TURNS ITS ATTENTION

9:02 AM

Port Authority officials broadcast
orders to evacuate the South Tower
of the World Trade Center.

9:03 AM

Hijackers crash United Airlines Flight
175 into floors 75-85 of the World
Trade Center’s South Tower, killing
everyone on board and hundreds
inside the building.

9:26 AM

The FAA closes down air traffic to
U.S. All flights from Europe diverted.

9:37 AM

Hijackers aboard Flight 77 crash
the plane into the western façade
of the Pentagon in Washington,
D.C., killing 59 aboard the plane
and 125 military and civilian
personnel inside the building.

9:59 AM

The South Tower of the World Trade
Center collapses.

10:28 AM

The World Trade Center’s North
Tower collapses, 102 minutes after
being struck by Flight 11.

5:20 PM

The 47-story Seven World Trade
Center collapses after burning
for hours.

8:30 PM

President Bush declares that
America, along with its friends and
allies would “stand together” to win
the war against terrorism.
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SONG LYRICS – ‘ON THE EDGE OF THE WORLD’
ALL
ON THE EDGE OF THE WORLD OR WHEREVER WE ARE WE ARE – WE ARE – WE ARE ON THE
EDGE
IS THERE SOMETHING - I NEED TO DO SOMETHING
TO KEEP ME FROM THINKING OF ALL OF THOSE SCENES ON THE TUBE I NEED SOMETHING TO
DO – CAUSE I CAN’T WATCH THE NEWS
NO I CAN’T WATCH THE NEWS ANYMORE
ALL
ON THE EDGE
CLAUDE
FAA KEEPS DELAYING OPENING THE AIRSPACE – AND HERE ON THE GROUND, WE’RE DEALING
WITH A WHOLE MESS OF OTHER PROBLEMS
ALL
ON THE EDGE OF THE
BEVERLEY
SOME OF THE PLANES ARE PARKED ON A RUNWAY WHERE THE SURFACE IS ALL TORN UP.
THAT DEBRIS GETS INTO AN ENGINE AND THEY’LL NEVER LEAVE.
ALL
ON THE EDGE OF THE WORLD
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TRADITIONAL NEWFOUNDLAND SONGS
“JACK WAS EVERY INCH A SAILOR”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fF6U2Whb5Pc
VERSE 1
‘Twas twenty-five or thirty years since Jack first saw the light
He came into this world of woe one dark and stormy night
He was born on board his father’s ship as she was lying to
‘Bout twenty-five or thirty miles southeast of Baccalieu.
CHORUS
Oh, Jack was every inch a sailor, Five and twenty years a whaler
Jack was every inch a sailor, He was born upon the bright blue sea.
VERSE 2
When Jack grew up to be a man he went to the Labrador
He fished in Indian Harbour where his father fished before
On his returning in the fog he met a heavy gale,
And Jack was swept into the sea and swallowed by a whale.
CHORUS
VERSE 3
Oh, the whale went straight for Baffin Bay, ‘bout ninety knots an hour
And every time he’d blow a spray he’d send it in a shower;
Oh, now, says Jack unto himself, I must see what he’s about
He caught the whale all by the tail and turned him inside out.
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TRADITIONAL NEWFOUNDLAND SONGS
“I’SE THE B’Y”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-bQn9DtgUA
I’se The B’y that builds the boat and I’se the B’y that sails her and
I’se The B’y that catches the fish and brings ‘em home to Liza
CHORUS
Hip-yer-partner Sally Thibault / Hip-yer-partner Sally Brown
Fogo, Twillingate, Morton’s Harbour, All around the circle
Salts and rinds to cover your flake, cake and tea for supper
Cod fish in the spring of the year, fried in maggoty butter
CHORUS
I don’t want your maggoty fish, they’re no good for winter
Well I can buy as good as that, way down in Bonavista!
CHORUS
I took Liza to a dance, as fast as she can travel,
And every step that she could take, was up to her knees in gravel
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OPERATION YELLOW RIBBON
In what became known as OPERATION YELLOW RIBBON,
residents of Gander and surrounding communities
volunteered to house, feed, and entertain the travellers.

To quote a New York Times article written a few months
after September 2001:
Jake Turner, the town manager, went into action as soon
as the planes started landing. Des Dillon of the Canadian
Red Cross was asked to round up beds, along with Maj.
Ron Stuckless of the Salvation Army, who also became
the coordinator of a mass collection of food that emptied
refrigerators for miles around. Employees from the local
co-op supermarket arrived with a refrigerated truck full of
meat and other provisions.
At St. Martin’s Anglican Church, Hilda Goodyear spent 48
mostly sleepless hours organizing bedding and priming the
parish hall’s kitchen for a Lufthansa flight. People from as
far away as Twillingate, an island off the Kittiwake Coast of
Newfoundland, prepared enough sandwiches and soup for at
least 200 people and drove an hour and a half to Gander to
deliver it to dazed and frightened passengers being herded
off planes without luggage and under intense scrutiny.
Responding to radio announcements, the residents and
businesses of Gander and other towns supplied toothbrushes,
deodorant, soap, blankets and even spare underwear, along
with offers of hot showers and guest rooms.
Newtel Communications, the telephone company, set up
phone banks for passengers to call home. Local television
cable companies wired schools and church halls, where
passengers watched events unfolding in New York and
realized how lucky they were.
Five days later, the majority of the “plane people” (as the
unexpected visitors came to be called) were on their way
home. Gone – but certainly not forgotten.
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OPERATION YELLOW RIBBON
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Yellow_Ribbon

Operation Yellow Ribbon (French: Opération ruban jaune) was commenced by Canada to handle
the diversion of civilian airline flights in response to the September 11 attacks in 2001 on the United
States. Canada’s goal was to ensure that potentially destructive air traffic be removed from
United States airspace as quickly as possible, and away from potential U.S. targets, and instead
place these aircraft on the ground in Canada, at military and civilian airports in the Canadian
provinces of Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador, and British Columbia (and also several in New
Brunswick, Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec) where any destructive potential could be better
contained and neutralized. None of the aircraft proved to be a threat, and Canada and Canadians hosted
thousands of passengers stranded in Canada until U.S. airspace was reopened.
Canada commenced the operation after the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
implementing Security Control of Air Traffic and Air Navigation Aids (SCATANA), grounded all aircraft
across the United States, an unprecedented action. The FAA then worked with Transport Canada to reroute
incoming international flights to airports in Canada.[1]
During the operation, departing flights—with the exception of police, military, and humanitarian flights—
were cancelled, marking the first time that Canadian airspace had been shut down. In total, as a result of
Operation Yellow Ribbon, 255 aircraft were diverted to 17 different airports across the country.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9uYAjUbeq3s

Operation Yellow Ribbon
Running Time: 2:01

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jXbxoy4Mges

9/11: Operation Yellow Ribbon (Gander, Newfoundland)
Running Time: 43:25
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STATEMENTS FROM PRESIDENT BUSH AND OSAMA BIN LADEN
George W. Bush was the 43rd President of the USA, from 2001 to 2009.
Appearing on national television on the night of the 9/11 attacks, Bush promised
to punish those responsible. In the following days, Bush urged the public to
renounce hate crimes and discrimination against Muslim-Americans and ArabAmericans. He also declared a “War on Terror”, instituting new domestic and
foreign policies in an effort to prevent future terrorist attacks.

PRESIDENT BUSH’S STATEMENT September 11, 2001
Good evening. Today, our fellow citizens, our way of life, our very freedom came under attack in a series
of deliberate and deadly terrorist acts. The victims were in airplanes, or in their offices; secretaries,
businessmen and women, military and federal workers; moms and dads, friends and neighbors. Thousands
of lives were suddenly ended by evil, despicable acts of terror. The pictures of airplanes flying into
buildings, fires burning, huge structures collapsing, have filled us with disbelief, terrible sadness, and a quiet,
unyielding anger. These acts of mass murder were intended to frighten our nation into chaos and retreat.
But they have failed; our country is strong. A great people has been moved to defend a great nation.
Terrorist attacks can shake the foundations of our biggest buildings, but they cannot touch the foundation
of America. These acts shattered steel, but they cannot dent the steel of American resolve. America was
targeted for attack because we’re the brightest beacon for freedom and opportunity in the world. And no
one will keep that light from shining. Today, our nation saw evil, the very worst of human nature. And we
responded with the best of America — with the daring of our rescue workers, with the caring for strangers
and neighbors who came to give blood and help in any way they could.
Immediately following the first attack, I implemented our government’s emergency response plans. Our
military is powerful, and it’s prepared. Our emergency teams are working in New York City and Washington,
D.C. to help with local rescue efforts. Our first priority is to get help to those who have been injured, and
to take every precaution to protect our citizens at home and around the world from further attacks. The
functions of our government continue without interruption. Federal agencies in Washington which had to
be evacuated today are reopening for essential personnel tonight, and will be open for business tomorrow.
Our financial institutions remain strong, and the American economy will be open for business, as well.
The search is underway for those who are behind these evil acts. I’ve directed the full resources of our
intelligence and law enforcement communities to find those responsible and to bring them to justice. We
will make no distinction between the terrorists who committed these acts and those who harbor them.
I appreciate so very much the members of Congress who have joined me in strongly condemning these
attacks. And on behalf of the American people, I thank the many world leaders who have called to offer
their condolences and assistance. America and our friends and allies join with all those who want peace and
security in the world, and we stand together to win the war against terrorism. Tonight, I ask for your prayers
for all those who grieve, for the children whose worlds have been shattered, for all whose sense of safety
and security has been threatened. And I pray they will be comforted by a power greater than any of us,
spoken through the ages in Psalm 23: “Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I fear
no evil, for You are with me.” This is a day when all Americans from every walk of life unite in our resolve for
justice and peace. America has stood down enemies before, and we will do so this time. None of us will ever
forget this day. Yet, we go forward to defend freedom and all that is good and just in our world. Thank you.
Good night, and God bless America.
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Osama bin Laden (March 10, 1957 – May 2, 2011) was the founder of Al-Qaeda, the organization that
claimed responsibility for the September 11 attacks on the United States. Al-Qaeda was formed as a
response to the abolition of the caliphate in Turkey in 1924. A caliphate is a form of Islamic government
where the ruler is considered both a political and religious successor to the Islamic prophet,
Muhammad. Seeing secular government as ‘unholy,’ Al-Qaeda’s mission was to bring the caliphate back
to the Muslim world stating that “Islam is not performing rituals but a complete system: religion and
government, worship and Jihad (holy war), ethics and dealing with people, and the Koran and sword”
(Quote from: The Al-Qaeda Manual, p.8 UK translation).

OSAMA BIN LADEN’S STATEMENT October 7, 2001
I bear witness that there is no God but Allah and that Mohammed is his messenger. There is America,
hit by God in one of its softest spots. Its greatest buildings were destroyed, thank God for that. There
is America, full of fear from its north to its south, from its west to its east. Thank God for that. What
America is tasting now, is something insignificant compared to what we have tasted for scores of
years. Our nation (the Islamic world) has been tasting this humiliation and this degradation for more
than 80 years. Its sons are killed, its blood is shed, its sanctuaries are attacked, and no one hears and no
one heeds. When God blessed one of the groups of Islam, vanguards of Islam, they destroyed America. I
pray to God to elevate their status and bless them. Millions of innocent children are being killed as I speak.
They are being killed in Iraq without committing any sins and we don’t hear condemnation or a fatwa
from the rulers. In these days, Israeli tanks infest Palestine - in Jenin, Ramallah, Rafah, Beit Jalla, and other
places in the land of Islam, and we don’t hear anyone raising his voice or moving a limb. When the sword
comes down (on America), after 80 years, hypocrisy rears its ugly head. They deplore and they lament
for those killers, who have abused the blood, honour, and sanctuaries of Muslims. The least that can be
said about those people is that they are debauched. They have followed injustice. They supported the
butcher over the victim, the oppressor over the innocent child.
May God show them His wrath and give them what they deserve.
I say that the situation is clear and obvious. After this event, after the senior officials have spoken in
America, starting with the head of infidels worldwide, Bush, and those with him -- they have come
out in force with their men and have turned even the countries that belong to Islam to this treachery,
and they want to wag their tail at God, to fight Islam, to suppress people in the name of terrorism. In
a nation at the far end of the world, Japan, hundreds of thousands, young and old, were killed and
this is not a world crime. To them it is not a clear issue. A million children in Iraq, to them this is not a
clear issue. But when a few more than 10 were killed in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, Afghanistan and
Iraq were bombed and hypocrisy stood behind the head of international infidels: the modern world’s
symbol of paganism, America, and its allies. These events have divided the whole world into two sides.
The side of believers and the side of infidels, may God keep you away from them. Every Muslim has to
rush to make his religion victorious. The winds of faith have come. The winds of change have come to
eradicate oppression from the island of Muhammad, peace be upon him. To America, I say only a few
words to it and its people. I swear by God, who has elevated the skies without pillars, neither America
nor the people who live in it will dream of security before we live it in Palestine, and not before all the
infidel armies leave the land of Muhammad, peace by upon him.
God is great, may pride be with Islam. May peace and God’s mercy be upon you.
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GEOGRAPHY, FACTS AND FIGURES
How do people make money in Gander?
Residents of Gander make money by working in these main industries:

TRANSPORTATION
Bus Driver or Air Traffic Controller

COMMUNICATIONS
Local TV Reporter
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
AND DEFENSE
Mayor or an administrator
for the Gander government
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At the time of its completion in 1938, the then
‘Newfoundland Airport’ was the largest airfield
on the planet, with four huge paved runways.
These tarmacs equaled one square mile. Today
the world’s largest airport is the King Fahd
International Airport in Saudi Arabia with a
land area of 301 square miles.

How many people live in Gander?

11,688
(2016 census)

In St. John’s Newfoundland, you can find moose
wandering about. Because of this, residents
advise tourists not to drive on the highway at
night. This is similar to drivers in the Australian
Outback taking care to avoid kangaroos at
night.

A crater on the surface of Mars has been
named for the town of Gander, in recognition of
the airport town’s history of pioneering aviation
and aerospace technologies.

The province was renamed “Newfoundland
and Labrador” only relatively recently, in 2001

WHAT DOES

H

Geographical location
Gander lies in the northeastern tip of the
island of Newfoundland in the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador

WHAT OTHER PLACES AR
E

“CROSSROADS “CROSSROADS
OF THE
OF THEMEANW? ORLD”
WORLD”?
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HISTORY
Gander was chosen for the construction of an airport in 1935 because of its location close to the
northeastern tip of North America. In 1936, workers began clearing land, boasting one square mile
of tarmac. Captain Douglas Fraser made the first landing at “Newfoundland Airport” now known as
Gander International Airport on January 11, 1938. With the onset of WWII, as many as 12,000 British,
Canadian and American servicemen lived in crowded barracks beside and between the runways.
Gander became a strategic post for the Royal Air Force Ferry command. After the war, efforts were
made to move residents a safer distance away from the runways. Construction began in the 1950s on
the current town site. During the post-war/Cold War era, Gander emerged as the hub of commercial
transatlantic aviation, gaining the name the “Crossroads of the World”.
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CULTURE
Human habitation in Newfoundland and Labrador can be traced back about 9,000 years. The oldest
confirmed accounts of European contact date from a thousand years ago as described in the Viking
(Norse) Icelandic Sagas. In 1583 Newfoundland became England’s first possession in North America
and one of the earliest permanent English colonies in the New World. In 1655 France appointed a
governor in Plaisance, thus starting a formal French colonization period in Newfoundland as well
as a period of periodic war and unrest between England and France in the region. Newfoundland
rejected confederation with Canada in the 19th century, and remained a colony until acquiring
Dominion status in 1907. As a result of its international heritage, Gander’s residents include individuals
and families from countries on five different continents. Gander is primarily an English-speaking
community, though many residents also speak French. “Newfoundland English” has been shaped by
the dialects of migrating groups from Scotland, Ireland and regional England, much like the history
of British settlement in Australia. Most of the population on the island remained rather isolated over
the centuries, allowing the dialect time to develop its distinctive nature, vastly different to the English
spoken on the North American continent. The people of Gander are famous for their warm and
friendly hospitality. Newfoundland and Labrador was named one of the top 10 friendliest cultures in
the world according to Macleans magazine. The community treats non-Newfoundlanders (known to
Newfoundlanders as “come from aways”) as family. Visit Gander, and you might find yourself involved
in a screech-in ceremony. During this initiation to Newfoundland, outsiders take a shot of screech
(Newfoundland rum), perform a short recitation, and kiss a codfish.
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REACTIONS TO THE SEPTEMBER 11 ATTACKS
		
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reactions_to_the_September_11_attacks
Reactions to the September 11 attacks included condemnation from world leaders, other political and
religious representatives and the international media, as well as numerous memorials and services all
over the world. The attacks were widely condemned by the governments of the world, including
those traditionally considered hostile to the United States, such as Cuba, Iran, Libya, and North
Korea. However, in a few cases celebrations of the attacks were also reported and some groups and
individuals accused the United States in effect of bringing the attacks on itself.
Many countries introduced anti-terrorism legislation and froze the bank accounts of businesses and
individuals they suspected of having connections with al-Qaeda and its leader Osama bin Laden, the
accused perpetrators of the attacks.
United States
In the immediate aftermath of the attacks, the Bush administration declared a war on terrorism, with
the stated goals of bringing Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda to justice and preventing the emergence
of other terrorist networks. These goals were to be accomplished by means including economic and
military sanctions against states perceived as harboring terrorists and increasing global surveillance
and intelligence sharing. Within hours after the September 11 attacks, Defense Secretary Rumsfeld
speculated on possible involvement by Saddam Hussein and ordered his aides to make plans for
striking Iraq;[3] although unfounded, the association contributed to public acceptance for the 2003
invasion of Iraq. The second-biggest operation of the US Global War on Terrorism outside of the United
States, and the largest directly connected to terrorism, was the overthrow of the Taliban rule from
Afghanistan, by a US-led coalition.
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NATO AND THE INVOCATION OF ARTICLE 5
https://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_110496.htm?
The principle of collective defence is at the very heart of NATO’s founding treaty. It remains a unique
and enduring principle that binds its members together, committing them to protect each other and
setting a spirit of solidarity within the Alliance.

Highlights
• Collective defence means that an attack against one Ally is considered as an attack against
all Allies.
• The principle of collective defence is enshrined in Article 5 of the Washington Treaty.
• NATO invoked Article 5 for the first time in its history after the 9/11 terrorist attacks against the
United States.
• NATO has taken collective defence measures on several occasions, for instance in response to
the situation in Syria and in the wake of the Russia-Ukraine crisis.
• NATO has standing forces on active duty that contribute to the Alliance’s collective defence
efforts on a permanent basis.

https://www.nato.int/docu/update/2001/1001/e1002a.htm
2 October 2001
Invocation of Article 5 confirmed

Frank Taylor, the US Ambassador at Large and Co-ordinator for Counter-terrorism briefed the North
Atlantic Council - NATO’s top decision-making body- on 2 October on the results of investigations into
the 11 September terrorist attacks against the United States. As a result of the information he provided
to the Council, it has been clearly determined that the individuals who carried out the attacks belonged
to the world-wide terrorist network of Al-Qaida, headed by Osama bin Laden and protected by the
Taleban regime in Afghanistan.
At a special press conference, NATO Secretary General Lord Robertson announced that since it had
been determined that the attacks had been directed from abroad, they were regarded as an action
covered by Article 5 of the Washington Treaty (1). When the Alliance invoked the principle of Article
5 of the Washington Treaty on 12 September, it stated that it needed to know whether such actions
had been conducted from abroad before the Article could become fully operative. This has now been
determined, but Lord Robertson explained that, at present, it was premature to speculate on what
military action would be taken by the Alliance, be it individually or collectively.
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https://www.nato.int/docu/speech/2001/s011002a.htm
4 October 2001
Statement to the press by NATO Secretary General, Lord Robertson
This morning, the United States briefed the North Atlantic Council on the results of the investigation
into who was responsible for the horrific terrorist attacks which took place on 11 September.
The briefing was given by Ambassador Frank Taylor, the United States Department of State
Coordinator for Counter-terrorism.
This morning’s briefing follows those offered by United States Deputy Secretary of State Richard
Armitage and United States Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz, and illustrates the
commitment of the United States to maintain close cooperation with Allies.
Today’s briefing was classified and so I cannot give you all the details. Briefings are also being given
directly by the United States to the Allies in their capitals.
The briefing addressed the events of 11 September themselves, the results of the investigation so far,
what is known about Osama bin Laden and the Al-Qaida organisation and their involvement in the attacks
and in previous terrorist activity, and the links between Al-Qaida and the Taleban regime in Afghanistan.

The facts are clear and compelling. The information presented points conclusively to an Al-Qaida role
in the 11 September attacks.
We know that the individuals who carried out these attacks were part of the world-wide terrorist
network of Al-Qaida, headed by Osama bin Laden and his key lieutenants and protected by the
Taleban.
On the basis of this briefing, it has now been determined that the attack against the United States on 11
September was directed from abroad and shall therefore be regarded as an action covered by Article 5
of the Washington Treaty, which states that an armed attack on one or more of the Allies in Europe or
North America shall be considered an attack against them all.
I want to reiterate that the United States of America can rely on the full support of its 18 NATO Allies in
the campaign against terrorism.
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THE ANZUS TREATY
ANZUS Treaty – Full Text
http://australianpolitics.com/1951/09/01/anzus-treaty-text.html
Howard Government Invokes ANZUS Treaty
http://australianpolitics.com/2001/09/14/howard-government-invokes-anzus-treaty.html

September 14, 2001
The Federal Government has invoked the ANZUS Treaty for the first time in the 50-year history of the
defence alliance with the United States.
Cabinet met today following the Prime Minister’s return from Washington and in the aftermath of the
terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre in New York and the Pentagon in Washington.
Following the Cabinet meeting, the Prime Minister, John Howard, issued the following statement:
“The Australian people have been shocked and outraged at the enormity of the terrorist attacks on the
United States. These heinous crimes have caused catastrophic loss of life, injury and destruction. We
anticipate that a significant number of Australian nationals are included among those who lost their
lives.
I have already conveyed to the President of the United States the condolences of the Australian
Government and people, and expressed our resolute support for the United States at this most
difficult time.
The terrorist attacks on the United States were discussed today at a special Cabinet meeting that I
convened on my return from the United States.
The Government has decided, in consultation with the United States, that Article IV of the ANZUS
Treaty applies to the terrorist attacks on the United States. The decision is based on our belief that the
attacks have been initiated and coordinated from outside the United States.
This action has been taken to underline the gravity of the situation and to demonstrate our steadfast
commitment to work with the United States in combating international terrorism.
The Australian Government will be in close consultation with the United States Administration in the
period ahead to consider what actions Australia might take in support of the US response to these
attacks”.
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Article IV of the ANZUS Treaty says:
Each Party recognizes that an armed attack in the Pacific Area on any of the Parties would be
dangerous to its own peace and safety and declares that it would act to meet the common danger in
accordance with its constitutional processes.
Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall be immediately reported to the
Security Council of the United Nations. Such measures shall be terminated when the Security Council
has taken the measures necessary to restore and maintain international peace and security.
Great Australian foreign policy speeches: Howard on 9/11 and the US alliance
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/great-australian-foreign-policy-speeches-howard-911and-us-alliance
Australia’s House of Representatives convened on 17 September 2001, six days after the terrorist attacks
on New York and Washington had set the direction of the first decade of the 21st century.
The Prime Minister, John Howard, who was in Washington on the day of the attack, rose to give one of
his finest parliamentary performances, formally invoking the treaty provisions of Australia’s alliance with
the US. It was a speech from the heart as well as the head. Howard stood with a long line of Australian
leaders over the previous century who had built the security relationship with the US. Howard’s passion
was clear, as were the principles he spoke to – but much that followed was to become a dark time in the
alliance.
Howard moved a motion that the House:
1. Expresses its horror at the terrorist attacks which have claimed so many lives in the United
States of America;
2. Conveys to the Government and people of the United States of America the deepest sympathy
and sense of shared loss felt by the Government and people of Australia;
3. Extends condolences to the families and other loved ones of those Australians killed or missing
as a result of the attacks;
4. Declares that such attacks represent an assault, not only on the people and the values of the
United States of America, but of free societies everywhere;
5. Praises the courageous efforts of those engaged in the dangerous rescue operation still 		
underway;
6. Believes that the terrorist actions in New York City and Washington DC constitute an attack
upon the United States of America within the meaning of Articles IV and V of the ANZUS Treaty;
7. Fully endorses the commitment of the Australian Government to support within Australia’s
capabilities United States-led action against those responsible for these tragic attacks; and
8. Encourages all Australians in the wake of these appalling events to display those very qualities
of tolerance and inclusion which the terrorists themselves have assaulted with such awful 		
consequences.
I’ve watched many Howard performances in the old and new parliament, and this was one of those rare
times when he stepped beyond his role as a political warrior and a great debater. It was the speech of a
leader explaining to Australia that ‘the world has changed. We are all diminished, we are all changed, and
we are all rather struggling with the concept that it will never be quite the same again’.
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The speech had three parts: the first focused on what Howard called ‘a tragedy and an obscenity of
an appalling and repugnant magnitude’; then on the fight ahead and the values involved; and finally
ANZUS.
Tragedy:
In the 27 years that I have been privileged to be a member of this parliament, I can think of no
more sombre occasion than the circumstances under which this House meets today. We have had
tragedies of a national and international kind before. We have been touched by the poignancy of the
deaths of people. We have confronted significant moral and national challenges, but none matches
in depth, scale and magnitude the consequences of what the world must now do in response to the
terrible events in the United States last week. In sheer scale, the death and destruction are almost
incomprehensible in a time not regarded as a time of war...It goes beyond the death so cruelly inflicted
without warning, without justification and without any skerrick of moral authority on innocent people
merely going about their daily lives; its context represents a massive assault on the values not only
of the United States of America but also of this country— the values of free men and women and
of decent people and decent societies around the world. It is an act of terror. It is an act which is
repugnant to all of the things that we as a society believe in.
On occasions like this, those things that divide us in this parliament, those things that we might
bicker and quarrel over as a people, as we go about our lives, are so suddenly and so quickly put into
perspective. I remember the morning in Washington— as the House knows, I had been in the United
States. I had been for an early morning walk. It was a beautiful Washington morning— there was just
a touch of autumn. I had walked past the Lincoln memorial and many of the other great memorials
of that great nation which stood between us and tyranny on one critical occasion in our history. I, like
millions of other Australians, was deeply moved and distressed. I felt an enormous sense of empathy
towards the American people who had suffered this awful deed.
Values:
There is united, righteous, deep, seething anger around the world at present. But, as the months go by
and as perhaps the early dividends of retaliatory action are not ready and not apparent, some of that
anger may subside; and some may argue that the extra miles that are required to be travelled are not
really worth it. But, if those who died last Tuesday are not, in the judgment of history, to have died in
vain, there is an obligation on all of us to persevere, to travel the distance, to persist and to root out
the evil that brought about those terrible deeds. But, in the process of responding, we must do so with
care as well as with lethal force. We should understand that barbarism has no ethnicity and evil has no
religion. Both around the world and within our own society, we should take pause lest we engage in the
evil of scapegoating individual groups within our society. I have said on a number of occasions that I
know that my fellow Australians of Islamic faith are overwhelmingly as appalled about what happened
as I am, as an inadequately practising Christian.
This is an assault on values common to all the great religions of the world, and it is also an assault on
the values of many people who profess no religion. I say to my fellow Australians of Islamic faith or of
Middle Eastern descent that I extend to you the hand of friendship. You are part of our great society;
you are part of the fabric of the great, decent, freedom loving, fair minded Australian nation; and you
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are as entitled to share my outrage, my sorrow, my anger and my sadness as are others within our
community—because wouldn’t it be a terrible, tragic, obscene irony if in responding, however we do
it as individuals or as nations, to these terrible terrorist attacks we forsook the very things that we
believed had been assaulted last Tuesday in New York?
Alliance:
In every way, the attack on New York and Washington and the circumstances surrounding it did
constitute an attack upon the metropolitan territory of the United States of America within the
provisions of articles IV and V of the ANZUS Treaty. If that treaty means anything, if our debt as a
nation to the people of the United States in the darkest days of World War II means anything, if the
comradeship, the friendship and the common bonds of democracy and a belief in liberty, fraternity
and justice mean anything, it means that the ANZUS Treaty applies and that the ANZUS Treaty is
properly invoked. As a proud, patriotic Australian, I was literally moved to tears by what occurred in
the United States. I was filled with admiration for the spirit of the American people. I can with genuine
affection and fondness say that their behaviour in the wake of those events and their determination to
respond appropriately, to heal the wounds and to help those who mourn and grieve demonstrates very
powerfully that the American people do live, in the words of their wonderful national anthem, ‘in the
land of the free and the home of the brave’.
Formally invoking the treaty for the first time, Howard marked another moment in an Australian
tradition: Deakin inviting the US Great White Fleet; Curtin turning to the US in the Pacific war free of
any pangs for the traditional links to Britain; Spender achieving the ANZUS treaty; Menzies committing
to Vietnam with the new great and powerful ally; Holt going all the way with LBJ; Whitlam hanging
on to the alliance despite Vietnam and the controversy over the US bases in Australia; Hawke
incorporating the US bases into the alliance. The course Howard, set with his speech and parliamentary
resolution, took Australia to Afghanistan and Iraq. The commitment Howard made was not just to the
alliance but to George W Bush. The Push With Bush was to impose great political costs on Howard and
Tony Blair, and significant alliance burdens on their nations. Iraq divided Australian politics while, by
contrast, the major parties maintained their consensus on the commitment to Afghanistan over the 12
years of what became Australia’s longest war. Throughout Iraq and Afghanistan, the centrality of the
US alliance for Australia endured with barely a wobble, proving the strength of the idea about the US
relationship at the heart of Howard’s speech.
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